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Cefor in brief...
The Nordic Association of Marine Insurers (Cefor) represents marine insurers
in the Nordic countries.
The members of Cefor engage in:
• hull and machinery insurance (ocean and coastal)
• protection and indemnity insurance
• charterers’ liability insurance
• offshore liability insurance
• cargo insurance
• loss of hire insurance

•
•
•
•
•
•

legal defence insurance
war risks insurance
offshore energy insurance
builders’ risks insurance
ship repairers’ liability
mortgagee interest

Our objective is to further enhance the lead Nordic marine insurance market, promote the members’ common
interests on key issues for the marine insurance industry, and contribute to a sustainable ocean industry.
Our mission is to serve the interests of our Nordic members by promoting quality marine insurance and knowledge
sharing through:
• agreed all risks insurance conditions
• comprehensive statistics
• a common public voice
• competence building
To this end, the Association shall endeavour to:
1. Facilitate continuous evolution of competitive Nordic marine insurance conditions in collaboration with
customers, brokers, legal experts, trade associations and other relevant parties.
2. Make available appropriate statistics from the Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) database to
support the activities of the individual members and the general objectives of the Association.
3. Influence the industry’s framework conditions.
4. Contribute to the provision of educational programmes, securing adequate competence development
and expertise among our members.
The Association shall not engage in independent economic activity, nor shall it promote practices that in any way
may be detrimental to competition.
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The 2019 Cefor year
in review
Sustainability was high on the agenda and also incorporated into the Association’s overall
purpose in 2019. In-depth discussions on the role of the Nordic marine insurance market
and how it can contribute to a more sustainable ocean industry in collaboration with key
stakeholders emphasized the importance of loss prevention activities, the hands-on Nordic
claims handling model and strengthening of the regulatory regime to this effect.
There has been a high level of activity within the Association’s four main function areas;
conditions, statistics, industry policy and education. Activities are carried out in a
collaborative effort between Cefor members. With the inauguration of a new Compliance
Forum, Cefor members now take part in discussions through nine member forums.
Modern and up-to-date insurance
conditions
Extended revision cycle
The Nordic Marine Insurance Plan (‘the Plan’) is
regularly updated to offer clarity and certainty. The
latest version, Version 2019, took effect from 1 January
2019. All amendments are agreed and drafted by a
committee with strong Nordic shipowner participation,
often supported by their Nordic brokers. This ensures
a fair and balanced approach, focusing on the practical
needs of the assured and avoiding any gaps in cover.
Based on the all-risks principle, the Plan is recognised
by all parties as a fair and balanced set of conditions
for protecting shipowners’ interests through a
comprehensive and coordinated solution for all
standard non-P&I marine and offshore insurances. The
Plan is tailor-made for the well-known Nordic

claims handling model. Many clients around the world
favour this service model due to the active support
and cooperation a Nordic claims leader offers to
shipowners.
In November 2019, Cefor and the four Nordic
shipowners’ associations signed an addendum to
the Nordic Plan Agreement extending the revision
cycle from three to four years. Consequently, the
next version of the Plan will be Version 2023. The
revision process commenced individually and jointly
between the parties in 2019. All proposals shall be
submitted to the Plan’s Standing Revision Committee
for further consideration and drafting within June 2021.
Other stakeholders may submit their suggestions for
The 2019 Cefor year in review
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amendments to any of the five signatory parties for
consideration within this deadline.
The Plan is published on nordicplan.org and uploaded
to the Nordic Plan App for smartphones and tablets.
Translations into four Nordic languages, printed
versions, guidance notes, and an introductory brochure
are also available. A comparison between the Plan
and the Institute Time Clauses – Hulls (ITCH 83) is
published on the Cefor website1.

Coastal and fishing vessels clauses
A new edition of the ‘Norwegian Marine Insurance
Conditions for Commercial Vessels less than 15 Metres
long’ was published in November 2019 as Cefor Form
279.

Leading provider of statistics
Cefor and its members are constantly striving to
further enhance the quality of the comprehensive and
up-to-date ocean and coastal hull data compiled in the
Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) database.
Extensive NoMIS reports for ocean and coastal hull
claims and portfolio trends are published bi-annually
on the Cefor website. In addition, two special analyses
were issued in 2019. One illustrated that a vessel’s
detentions are a good indicator of future casualties. The
other focused on the increase in the frequency of fires
on container vessels, especially those starting in the
cargo area. The latest hull trends as of December 2019
and details about the NoMIS database are presented in
a separate section starting on page 13.
A pilot project to evaluate the value of geographic
claims data was initiated in 2019. The analysis of the
data started in the last quarter of the year and the first
results are presented in the section starting on page 24.
Other special projects connected to digitalisation and
complex vessels were started in cooperation with
suited partners and will be followed up in 2020.

1

To maintain the high level of data quality, all NoMIS
members perform annual checks of their own reported
data.
Cefor also fulfils a vital role on the Facts and Figures
Committee of the International Union of Marine
Insurance (IUMI). This included the Cefor actuary’s
traditional responsibility for compiling data and
presenting the ‘Global Marine Insurance Report’ at
the 2019 IUMI Conference in Toronto, as well as
giving a lunchtime presentation on casualty trends
during the 101st meeting of the International Maritime
Organization’s Maritime Safety Committee.

Building competence
The marine insurance industry is highly specialised.
Relevant, practical learning is offered by and for the
industry through Cefor. The administration plays a
vital role in delivering high-quality marine insurance
training, which is in great demand from the industry.
Course contents are designed in cooperation with the
Association’s members who contribute with lecturers,
examiners and other know-how to make this education
the highest ranked of its kind in the Nordic region.

In-demand training - one-year programme
The comprehensive Nordic Marine Insurance Education
Programme is designed to give students a good
general understanding of all relevant aspects of marine
insurance. The part-time Cefor Academy programme
is an integral part of the training for marine insurance
professionals in the Nordic market. Upon completion,
a certificate is issued to document the student’s
understanding of relevant terms and conditions as well
as the basic principles behind them. Experts from Cefor
member companies and Norwegian law firms serve as
lecturers during the six sessions that take place in three
Scandinavian countries.
Twenty-eight students were accepted into the 20192020 programme that commenced in August and will
end in May 2020. Nineteen students from previous
programmes received their certificate of completion in
2019.

https://cefor.no/clauses/comparison/
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Practical Nordic Plan guidance courses
In 2019, Cefor and Skuld Marine Agency (SMA) offered
two 3-day training courses specifically targeting the
Nordic Marine Insurance Plan: A Nordic Plan training
course and a more specialised course focusing on
adjusting of Hull & Machinery claims. In total, 32
students from six different countries attended the
courses that were held in Oslo, Norway.

Influencing framework conditions
The overall objective of Cefor’s framework-related
activities is to promote legislation and industrial policies
that are conducive to a sustainable and prosperous
Nordic marine insurance market.
To maintain the position as a leading marine insurance
market, Nordic marine insurers need predictable
framework conditions. Marine insurers compete in a
global market, and it is essential for our members that
framework conditions are on equal terms as those of
their foreign competitors.
To operate efficiently and provide a level playing field,
international marine insurance and shipping industries
depend on a global regulatory framework. Cefor is a
strong supporter of international regulation of what is
essentially a global industry, as opposed to regional or
domestic regulation.
At an international level, most of the industry-related
issues are dealt with through Cefor’s membership of
the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI). A
list of current issues from IUMI’s Policy Forum, chaired
by Cefor’s Managing Director, is regularly updated and
published by IUMI and on the Cefor website2.
The following were some of the most important issues
for Cefor in the reporting year:

Sustainability
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has
resolved to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least
50 percent by 2050 compared to 2008. In September
2019, an initiative was launched in response to this
challenge. The ‘Getting to Zero Coalition’3 aims to
https://cefor.no/industry-policy/iumi-policy-agenda/
https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/getting-to-zero-coalition
4
https://www.unepfi.org/psi/
5
https://cefor.no/statistics/analysis-with-special-focus/
2
3

accelerate maritime shipping’s decarbonization with the
development and deployment of commercially viable
deep sea zero emission vessels by 2030. Cefor is a
supporting organization to this work.
In February 2019, the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP) Finance Initiative4 launched the first guideline
for ‘Underwriting environmental, social and governance
(ESG) risks in non-life insurance business’. The guide is
intended to assist industry participants in developing
ESG risk considerations into their core insurance
business processes and decision-making, and for
stakeholders to better understand ESG’s relevance for
non-life insurers. Cefor took part in a consultation on
the new guideline, underlining the importance of taking
further into account the role and situation also of small
and medium sized insurers, lead- vs. co-insurers, and
how various types of insurance may differ.
See also a separate article on sustainability on page 11.

Fires on container vessels
Following a spike in the number of incidents, fires
starting in the cargo on board container vessels
has become a top priority for the marine insurance
industry. The challenge was substantiated through
a special analysis of NoMIS data5 following a surge
in the first quarter of 2019 and followed up with an
extended fire trend analysis at year-end (see article on
page 14). Cefor was involved in a number of initiatives
throughout the year to prevent losses and mitigate their
effect. It is widely recognized that a holistic approach
is needed, from preventive measures aimed at
misdeclared cargo and storage on board, to improved
detection and firefighting capabilities.
In October 2019, key stakeholders from across the
industry met at Gard’s headquarters in Arendal,
Norway, to discuss prevention and mitigation of these
cargo fires. The conference became an important
venue for industry and flag states to join forces. A
proposal for a new output at the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) to review SOLAS Chapter II-2 was
presented by the German flag state. The proposal is
co-sponsored by IUMI, which also has set up an expert
group with a wide range of stakeholders from across
the industry and flag states to assist with the review.
The 2019 Cefor year in review
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Floating repair docks
In recent years, insurers have noticed an increased
number of incidents involving floating repair docks.
There is almost no regulation of these units nor
administrative supervision. This has led to a situation
where the maintenance and overall quality is
considered at a low point. Cefor has raised these
concerns with the Norwegian Maritime Administration
(NMA) to hopefully prompt the drafting of regulation
for these units. As an interim solution, Cefor will
consider recommended guidelines for a) insuring
floating repair docks and/or b) the use of floating repair
docks for repairs of entered vessels.
Financial statements regulation – Norway
A proposal from the Norwegian Financial Authority
to change the accounting rules for premium in mutual
marine companies was presented in October 2019. To
clarify how premium instalments in mutual companies
are fundamentally different from paid dividend,
Cefor took part in the consultation and also met
with the Ministry of Finance together with member
representatives to explain current practice and how
this would become a competitive disadvantage to
Norwegian marine mutuals. This argument was also
emphasized in meetings with the Norwegian Ministry of
Trade and Fisheries that were held in conjunction with
a new maritime white paper to be presented in 2020.
A Government decision on the proposal is expected in
2020.
Anti-money laundering
In December 2019, the Norwegian Ministry of Finance
proposed a new regulation containing amongst others
a risk-based approach to customer due diligence
requirements for marine insurers. This comes after
meetings at parliamentary and ministry levels in 2018,
where Cefor and its members argued strongly in favour
of a practical and competitive Norwegian regulation
that is similar to what has been implemented in other
European countries. Cefor will respond to the new
proposal in March 2020.

MARPOL 2020
The MARPOL regulation limiting sulphur oxide
emissions from ships with a global cap of 0.5% is
mandatory from 1 January 2020. This will challenge fuel
management and necessitates proper testing of the
supplied fuel before taking it on board. For scrubbers,
damages have already occurred with subsequent
flooding only months after they were installed.
Cefor has for a number of years voiced concerns and
taken part in discussions to raise awareness of possible
safety implications relating to fuels. Among the concerns
are differences in composition and blending from
supplier to supplier, availability in ports, inadequate
safety margins for catalytic fines, and most recently with
the scrubber installations.
With machinery damage already being the most
frequent cause of loss in marine insurance, Cefor
has focused on loss prevention through informed
decisions and due diligence practices to mitigate these
risks. In August 2019, a joint industry guideline on the
supply and use of low-sulphur fuels was released with
IUMI among the sponsors. A new Publicly Available
Specification (PAS) for the ISO 8217:2017 fuel standard
was published in September 2019. Going forward,
machinery claims trends will be closely monitored to
identify the possible impact of alternative fuel types or
scrubbers.

Trade agreements
Cefor acts as a consultant in marine insurance matters
for the Norwegian ministries involved in the Trade in
Services Agreement (TiSA), World Trade Organization
(WTO) and bilateral trade negotiations. During the
presidency of Donald Trump in the United States, the
TiSA process is currently on hold.
In June 2019, Cefor presented the opinions of marine
insurers to delegates from Norway and China as input
to the ongoing trade agreement negotiations between
the two nations.
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Cefor forums
A considerable part of Cefor’s activities take place
within the member forums listed on page 58. While
each forum has its own area of responsibility and
focus, additional value is generated from cross-forum
consultation and coordination. A new forum was
added to the eight existing with the inauguration of a
Compliance Forum in February 2019.

To ensure compliance with all relevant competition
law regulations within all Cefor forums, working groups
and the Board, the Association’s Competition Law
Statement and Guidelines are regularly discussed and
promoted among all appointed officials.

The 2019 Cefor year in review
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The Cefor Marine
Insurance Market 2019
Market shares, all sectors
Gross premium income, direct insurance 2019: USD 1,843.2 million
USD 1= EUR 0.8935

EUR mill.

USD mill.

%

729.4

816.3

44.3 %

818.7

916.3

49.7 %

Offshore energy

81.2

90.8

4.9 %

Cargo

17.6

19.7

1.1 %

1,646.9

1,843.2

100.0 %

Hull

1

P&I

Total
Hull1
Gard

259.8

290.8

37.5 %

Norwegian Hull Club

199.4

223.2

28.8 %

Skuld

49.1

54.9

7.1 %

Alandia

48.8

54.6

7.0 %

The Swedish Club

48.2

54.0

7.0 %

If

26.6

29.8

3.8 %

Codan

23.2

26.0

3.4 %

Gjensidige

21.6

24.2

3.1 %

Møretrygd

7.3

8.1

1.1 %

Fender Marine

5.5

6.1

0.8 %

Tromstrygd

3.5

4.0

0.5 %

Total

693.0

775.6

100.0 %

DNK (war risks)

36.4

40.7

Gard

34.5

38.6

45.4 %

Norwegian Hull Club

24.8

27.7

32.6 %

Skuld

13.8

15.4

18.1 %

2

Offshore energy

The Swedish Club

3.0

3.4

3.9 %

Total

76.0

85.1

100.0 %

DNK (war risks)

5.1

5.7

Gard

462.6

517.7

56.5 %

Skuld

253.5

283.7

31.0 %

The Swedish Club

83.1

93.0

10.2 %

Norwegian Hull Club

12.7

14.3

1.6 %

other Cefor members4

6.5

7.3

0.8 %

818.4

916.0

100.0 %

DNK (war risks)

0.3

0.3

Cargo6

17.6

19.7

P&I

3

Total
5

Hull, hull interest, freight interest, loss of hire,
builders’ risks, fishing (catch & gear)
2
Includes coastal marine clubs
3
Charterer’s Liability
4
Alandia, Codan, Fender Marine, Gjensidige,
If, Møretrygd, Tromstrygd
5
Cruise vessels only; for other vessel types,
P&I coverage is included in hull war premium
6
Norwegian income Cefor members only
1
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Contributing to a
sustainable ocean industry
Cefor is committed to contribute to a more sustainable ocean industry. In doing so, awareness is raised at all levels
of the Association, and sustainability has been incorporated into Cefor’s purpose, vision and mission statement.
Taking into consideration the four main focus areas of Cefor; conditions, statistics, education and framework
conditions, the following five selected UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)1 are identified as particularly
relevant to the Association:
• Goal 8: Decent work and economic growth
• Goal 13: Climate action
• Goal 14: Life below water
• Goal 16: Peace, justice and strong institutions
• Goal 17: Partnerships for the goals
Through loss prevention activities, the supportive Nordic claims handling model, risk selection, and Know Your
Client (KYC) programmes, Cefor members engage on a daily basis in environmental, social and governance issues.
This important work is supplemented through joint collaboration and Cefor’s three main roles as

Influencer towards members and in discussions with owners, manufacturers, surveyors, salvors, brokers,
classification societies and not the least regulators.

Facilitator through the creation of meeting places, and by making new and greener technologies, solutions and
choices possible through the drafting of clauses and guidelines.

Knowledge sharing through the use of statistics, training courses and seminars, sharing of best practice/information,

and dialogue with external partners to better understand and manage the new risks.

Going forward, the Association will involve all nine member forums in further discussions to identify priority issues
and incorporate the SDGs into ongoing and planned activities within their respective areas of responsibility.
Cefor has also joined the ‘Getting to Zero Coalition’2 as a supporting organization. The initiative was launched
in September 2019, with the aim to accelerate maritime shipping’s decarbonization with the development and
deployment of commercially viable deep sea zero emission vessels by 2030.
1
2

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/getting-to-zero-coalition
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THE NORDIC MARINE
INSURANCE STATISTICS
(NOMIS) 2019
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THE FIRE CHALLENGE CONTAINERS ET AL.
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The fire challenge containers et al.
2019 was a real eye-opener in relation to the risk of fires on container vessels, especially those starting in containers
on board. Unlike fires in the engine room, fires starting in the cargo area of a container vessel have proven
challenging to detect and extinguish. The location of the fire may be difficult to reach, and fire-fighting capabilities
both on and below deck are restricted and often insufficient to prevent the fire from spreading. This poses a serious
threat to the crew and a risk of more severe damage to the cargo and the vessel itself.

The context: positive trend for all claim types except fires
As graph 1 illustrates, the claims frequency for all types of claim in excess of USD 500,000 has dropped by about
40% since the peak in 2007/2008, while there is no clear trend in the frequency of fire/explosion claims of this size.
One characteristic is that the frequency of fire/explosion claims is more volatile, but graph 1 reveals at the same
time a different trend from the other types of claim. Another aspect is that, although the fire/explosion frequency
is comparably low in percentage terms – hardly impacting the overall claims frequency – single fire/explosion claims
are costly when they occur and have a far larger impact on the overall claim cost than most other types of claim
(see also ocean hull trends, article page 29).
This opposite trend also holds true when we include all claims but is particularly well reflected in the frequency of
fire/explosion and other claims exceeding USD 500,000.

1: Claims frequency, claims > USD 500,000, all claims versus fire/explosions. Index 2005 = 100%
160%

Fires/Explosions
All claims

140%
120%
100%
80%

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

40%

2005

60%
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Highest fire risk on large container vessels and medium-size car carriers
An analysis of the frequency of fires by vessel type and size band (graph 2) reveals that the highest fire frequency
among all vessel types can be observed on medium-sized passenger vessels.
This article focuses on cargo-carrying vessels. For container vessels, a high frequency of fires over the period 2010
to 2019 can be observed especially for the largest vessels (over 50,000 gross tons).
The Car/RoRo category, which in graph 2 includes RoRo vessels with container-carrying capacity as well as pure car
carriers and RoRo vessels, also shows a high fire frequency. The highest fire frequencies can be observed for vessel
sizes between 5,000 and 80,000 gross tons, as there are almost no vessels in the size bands above 80,000 gross tons.
The fact that the fire frequency in the container and RoRo segment increases with vessel size may be explained
by the cargo. If there is a certain probability of a fire starting in one container, the probability of a fire starting in at
least one of the containers will grow in almost direct proportion to the number of containers. This means that if
you stack enough containers with ‘random’ content on one site such as a ship or port, at least one of the containers
is likely to contain something that self-ignites and causes a fire. The same phenomenon can also be explained in a
different statistical setting. If you know that one out of a million containers to be transported from site A to site B
contains something that is going to explode, the risk – i.e. the probability - of getting this container on your vessel is
higher the bigger the vessel is. Moreover, the larger the vessel, the more severe the consequences of the worst-case
fire scenario on this vessel will be. In short, the larger the vessel, the higher the risk of a fire and the more severe
the probable consequences of such a fire.

2: Fire/explosion claims frequency by vessel type and size bands (gross tons), 2010-20191
3.00%

Car/RoRo
Container

2.50%

Bulk
Chem./Prod., LNG/LPG, Tank

2.00%

Passenger

1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.00%

1

< 5,000

5,000-29,999

30,000-54,999

55,000-79,999

80,000-104,999

>105,000

‘Car/RoRo’ includes car carriers, RoRo vessels as well as RoRo vessels with container carrying capacity.
‘Container’ includes here only fully cellular container vessels (non-refrigerated and refrigerated).
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Fires on container vessels – statistics support the hypothesis about the cargo impact
All of the following graphs include in addition to fully cellular container vessels also combination carriers, i.e. RoRo
vessels with container-carrying capacity. The intention is to capture the full extent of all fires that have occurred in
recent years on any type of container-carrying vessel, and especially those which started in a container on board.
In the first quarter of 2019, an unusually large number of such fires was recorded. Of particular concern is the
increasing number of these fires on vessels over 100,000 gross tons (graph 3), where the potential for damage
to cargo and injury to crew members is even greater if the fire cannot be extinguished before spreading to other
areas. The increase in the absolute number of fires on large container vessels is partly due to the growth in the
number of these vessels in the world fleet and hence in the NoMIS portfolio.

3: Fires on container vessels – number of occurrences by vessel size
25
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Graph 4 compares the frequency of all fires/explosions on container vessels above 50,000 gross tons with vessels of
less than 50,000 gross tons. For the larger vessels, there is a clear trend towards more fires over the last fifteen years.
Looking specifically at fires starting in the cargo area, graph 5 shows that the frequency of such fires, particularly on
larger vessels, increased substantially in 2019 compared to the preceding years. Especially in the first quarter of 2019
there was a concentration of severe fires on container vessels.

4: Claims frequency - all fires/explosions on container vessels by vessel size
1.20%
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5: Claims frequency – fires starting in cargo, container vessels > 50,000 gross tons
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Fires starting in the cargo area of a container vessel often represent a high cost to shipowners and hence to their
insurers. Graph 7 shows the claim cost per vessel for such fires, which represents the cost under the standard hull
and machinery policies as entered into the NoMIS database. Additional costs, especially for damage to the cargo
on board and business disruption, may be high and affect many parties. A comparison between graphs 6 and 7
shows that the lion’s share of the cost of fire/explosion claims on container vessels since 2012 originates from fires
starting in the cargo area. A serious concern is the misdeclaration of goods, as this may lead to e.g. containers which
should not be exposed to heat being stored in unsuitable places. A recent fire casualty of that type, not captured
in the statistics presented here, occurred on 4 January 2020. According to the shipowner, the fire was caused by
spontaneous combustion of misreported lithium batteries in a container.

6: Claim cost per vessel (USD) - all fires/explosions on container vessels
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7: Claim cost per vessel (USD) – fires starting in cargo area on a container vessel
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CLAIMS FREQUENCY
VERSUS VESSEL SPEED
20

Claims frequency
versus vessel speed
Over the last decade, there has been an increasing focus on reducing emissions from the shipping industry. It is well
known that a reduction in vessel speed leads to a reduction in emissions. A study1 shows that a 20% reduction in
speed for bulk, container and tank vessels can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 24%. It also leads to a reduction
in emitted particles. In this article we focus on another possible positive effect of a speed reduction, which is a
reduction in the frequency of claims.

Slow steaming
Slow steaming has been increasingly adopted as a measure to reduce costs since the financial and shipping crisis in
2008. As the market slowed down, the focus was on optimising the utilisation of capacity and avoiding idling costs.
At the same time there were concerns that, if the speed is reduced to such a degree that the engine is running
below its intended load, slow steaming could lead to premature wear, lubrication problems and soot deposits.
Thankfully, these problems did not develop to the extent that was feared. A positive side-effect, on the other hand,
was that fuel savings led to a substantial reduction in emissions.
Moving forward a few years from 2008, the ECA zones2 came into force, compelling vessels entering these areas to
install SOx scrubber systems or switch to low sulphur fuel.
Finally, from 1 January 2020, the IMO implemented a global 0.5% m/m (mass/mass) sulphur limit3.

Faber et al, Regulating speed: a short-term measure to reduce maritime Greenhouse gas emissions, 2017:
https://euagenda.eu/upload/publications/untitled-111480-ea.pdf
2
Emission control areas under IMO MARPOL Annex VI, see:
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Pages/Emission-Control-Areas-(ECAs)-designated-under-regulation-13-of-MARPOL-Annex-VI-(NOx-emission-control).aspx
3
Annex VI of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL Convention)
1

Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS)
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Claims frequency decreases in line with vessel speed
Cefor compared the change in claims frequencies since 2008 for the NoMIS portfolio of bulk, container and tank
vessels to the change in average speed for the same vessel segments in the world fleet (graph 8). The average speed
is derived from the complete bulk, container and tank segment of the world fleet4, while the claims frequencies
reflect those of the vessels and claims reported into the NoMIS database. Special thanks go to Clarksons Research
for letting Cefor use their annual speed indices for the purpose of this comparison.
Graph 8 shows that the claims frequencies for the NoMIS bulk, container and tank fleet show a similar decline as
the speed of the respective vessel segments in the world fleet.
The parallel development is no proof of a causal connection between the claims frequency and the vessels’ speed,
but nevertheless an indication of a possible correlation. It would be surprising if a vessel with higher speed/activity
would not show a higher claims frequency. A vessel in a liner trade reducing its speed by 10% will equally reduce the
number of voyages and thus the risk of potential claims (port calls, passages through high risk areas, cargo operations
etc). It also seems reasonable to assume that the consequences of groundings and collisions are less severe when
travelling at a lower speed.
Reducing speed in the dry bulk and tank segments is more straightforward because of fewer stakeholders and the
absence of strict timetables. On the other hand, the theoretical potential for reducing speed is higher for container
vessels, as container vessels generally sail at a higher speed than bulk and tank vessels. Graph 8 shows that the
container segment had the biggest reduction in speed in the years following the financial crisis. This should be seen in
the context that their average speed and thus the potential for speed reduction was higher before the crisis.
When analysing claims frequencies, one should bear in mind that there are several different factors that generally
affect the frequency. Among these influencing factors are the level of insurance deductibles, the cost of repairs,
activity in ports and congested areas, and new technology.

8: Average annual vessel speed versus claims frequency (bulk, container, tank)
Index, 2008 = 100%, Frequency = 2-year average incl. IBNR5
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Going forward
The IMO 2020 regulation limits sulphur emissions to 0.5% m/m from 1 January 2020. The existing technologies used
to meet the limit are primarily exhaust gas scrubber systems or low-sulphur fuel oil/LNG.
Owing to the higher cost of low-sulphur fuel, it has been speculated that vessels without scrubbers will reduce their
speed even more to avoid increased fuel costs, and that vessels with scrubbers will do the opposite to reap the
benefits of being allowed to burn cheaper non-compliant fuel. Graph 8 does not differentiate between vessels with
and without scrubbers, as it is still early days for this type of analysis, with the world fleet currently in a transitional
phase.
The prices for VLSFO (very low sulphur fuel oil complying with the 0.5% sulphur cap) in February 2020 were
roughly 50% higher than the prices for IFO380 (intermediate fuel with a maximum of 3.5% sulphur). On the other
hand, there are indications that the cost of HSFO (high sulphur fuel oil) is also increasing, because the refineries took
action to reduce the supply. This means that carriers which invested in a scrubber may not be able to take the full
advantage of this investment.
For the charterer, the combination of the bunker price and the freight rates will be decisive for determining the
optimum travel speed.
As the number of installed scrubbers is increasing, Cefor has introduced a claims code for claims related to scrubbers
and will monitor the claims frequency on vessels with scrubbers going forward. The other aspect we will focus on are
the trends for new types of engine damage resulting from the use of low-sulphur fuel (cat fines, non-compatibility of
fuel etc).
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THE GEOGRAPHY
OF CLAIMS
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The geography
of claims
With the increasing availability of AIS data, Cefor is adding a new dimension to its analysis of claims trends: the
geographical location of each claim. For 91% of all claims it was possible to identify the latitude and longitude of the
vessel on the day the casualty occurred.
The goal is to analyse this casualty-related geodata by aspects such as:
• The impact of seasonality (summer/winter), i.e. typical seasonal weather/ice conditions.
• Variations by voyage area and characteristics (long-distance versus local transport).
• Differences in risks related to geography by claim type, vessel type, long- versus short-distance routes etc.
• Identifying hot spots with high or changed risk of casualties.
For a pilot project, geographical data for claims incurred in the years 2017-2019 was screened. In this article, we
highlight the impact of seasonality and a recent increase in claims occurrences on certain rivers.

The basics: most casualties happen where you expect them to happen!
Plotting all positions in a map verifies that these reflect actual claims locations and confirms the intuitive assumption
that the majority of casualties occur in areas with high vessel density such as the English Channel and other popular
shipping lanes, or close to a coast or ports where vessels have to manoeuvre through shallow waters or narrow
navigation channels (see map on page 26). It also indicates that, although the NoMIS database reflects a high
proportion of the ocean-going world fleet1, when it comes to short-sea shipping, vessels sailing in Northern Europe
are most probably over-represented compared to more remote regions. In this context we must bear in mind that
such maps on their own do not allow us to draw conclusions about the claims frequency, and hence the risk of an
accident in relation to the number of vessels in the area, without additional information about traffic density, the
number of port calls or insured vessels in a specific area.

1

See table on page 54 (Cefor participation of world fleet)
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Geographical location of reported claims incurred 2017-19
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Impact of seasonality
Another intuitive assumption is that more claims will occur in winter than in summer months in northern (southern)
latitudes with distinct seasons. In these regions, winter means harsh weather conditions with severe storms, reduced
visibility or navigating in ice. Graph 9, showing the number of casualties by latitude, confirms that the assumption
of more claims occurring in winter months is especially true for the first quarter of the year in northern latitudes
between 40 and 60 degrees. For the equivalent southern latitudes, substantially fewer claims are reported. This is
directly connected to less (insured) vessels in the area. With regard to the most extreme southern latitudes, one
should bear in mind that ships only travel to Antarctic regions during the Antarctic summer.
Another reason for a low occurrence of casualties in the most extreme latitudes, both north and south, is related
to the insurance conditions. Under the Nordic Marine Insurance Plan, certain geographical restrictions apply. For
example, a vessel is not allowed to enter latitudes north of 72 degrees without special permission and additional
cover2. A complete list of excluded trading areas can be found on the Nordic Plan website3 and is illustrated by the
map on page 26.

9: Number of claims by quarter of the year by latitude
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With one exception for the area close to Svalbard, as the map shows
http://www.nordicplan.org/The-Plan/Appendix/Introduction/1-Excluded-trading-areas/
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Change in risk – increase in casualties on the Mississippi and other rivers
An analysis of the data by year reveals a clear increase in the number of reported claims on the Mississippi from
2017 to 2019. The map on this page shows the increase in percent (red columns) in the number of reported
casualties in certain areas, grouped by a latitude and longitude of 10 degrees. On the Mississippi, the increase in
casualties can be largely attributed to flooding in the Mississippi river basin in the winter, spring and summer of
2019. This flooding was not the result of a single weather event. Rather, a series of flood events in tributary basins
produced flooding of record duration along the Mississippi.4
In South America, there was the reverse situation in 2019 with extraordinarily low water levels in the river Paraná,
but with similar challenges for the shipping industry resulting in an increase in the number of claims.
An increase in casualties on several rivers as illustrated in the map below has also been reported by other sources,
identifying loss of anchor as one principal reason5 for such casualties.
In recent years, claims resulting from exceptional corrosion following port calls in certain rivers have also been noted,
especially in Asia.

Change in claims occurrences around the Gulf of Mexico and South America
Red columns indicate an increase in casualty occurrences over the period 2017-19 (green indicates a decrease)

The analysis of geodata is still at a rather early stage. The Cefor Statistics Forum will analyse this data from different
angles and in more depth in the coming year and publish any relevant findings.

4
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mississippi_River_floods_of_2019
https://safety4sea.com/rise-of-lost-anchor-incidents-in-mississippi/ and
http://www.gard.no/web/updates/content/27142164/mississippi-river-high-water-high-costs
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OCEAN HULL
TRENDS
29

Ocean Hull
trends
The main trends in the ocean hull portfolio 2019 were:
• Return of major claims
• Fire claims impacting costs
• Claims frequency remaining at a stable level
In a historical perspective, the previous three years (2016-2018) were characterised by a particularly low claim cost
per vessel, partly due to an uncharacteristic absence of major losses. In 2019, costly claims again impact the total
annual claims cost. The increase in the claim cost per vessel originates mainly from an increase in the number of
claims in the range above USD 10 million (from nine in 2018 to fourteen in 2019).

10: Claim per vessel (USD) by claim size, by date of loss
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The three years 2016-2018 were extraordinarily benign in the sense that no claims above USD 30 million were
reported. Since 1996, this had never previously happened for a three-year period. Over the period 2000 to 2015,
there were on average two reported claims in excess of USD 30 million per year. Looking only at the ten-year
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period from 2006 to 2015, the number of claims reported in that range was three. In 2019, two claims above USD
30 million were reported, which reflects the average expected occurrence of such claims in any given year. One
aspect that should be kept in mind is that the theoretical probability of claims in the range above USD 30 million
increases with the number of high-value vessels in the portfolio, as only vessels with high values can produce these
very expensive claims.
Among all historically recorded claims in excess of USD 30 million in the NoMIS database, around a third are partial
losses, which means that as many as two-thirds of the most expensive claims are total losses. This is no surprise, as a
partial loss in excess of USD 30 million requires a vessel with a value far exceeding USD 30 million.
Later in this article we show how certain characteristics of the world fleet with an impact on claims trends, such as
a vessel’s age and size or its value, have changed over time. These trends in the world fleet are equally reflected in
the NoMIS portfolio.

11: Number of claims in excess of USD 30 million, by date of loss
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Graph 12 illustrates the impact of large claims by expressing the cost of claims above USD 10 million as a percentage
of the total claim cost. Except for the ‘Costa Concordia’ year 2012, 2019 ranks among the top tier of years with
ratios between 30% and 36%.

12: Claims in excess of USD 10 million as % of the total claim cost, by date of loss
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Small to medium-sized claims
For claims below USD 1 million, the trend has been stable for the last eight years. The difference in the claim cost
per vessel between the best and worst years is no more than USD 2,000. Nevertheless, these are claims with a
significant impact for insurers, representing between 29% and 44% of the total claim cost.

Claims frequency – stable trend since 2012
On a positive note, the claims frequency has shown a stable development since 2012 with an even further decrease
since 2014. The low volatility in the past eight years compared to earlier years may be partly attributable to the
substantial increase in the number of vessels reported into the NoMIS database from 2012, thus providing a more
robust statistical basis. Apart from purely statistical effects, several factors impact the claims frequency. The most
relevant are the level of insurance deductibles, the cost of repairs, activity in ports and congested areas, new
technology and other changes in the underlying risk.

13: Claims frequency, by date of loss
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Graph 14 shows the claims frequency by intervals of claim cost. The frequency of claims above USD 500,000 is at a
low level. In particular, the frequency of claims between USD 500,000 and USD 2 million has dropped significantly
compared to the previous three years. The frequency of claims above USD 2 million remains at a low and relatively
stable level, although the lowest level was reached in 2016. However, it should be borne in mind that, despite their
comparably low frequency, these expensive claims have a large impact on the claim cost when they do occur.

14: Claims frequency, by intervals of claim cost, by date of loss
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Claims by type of casualty
In terms of frequency, machinery claims are the most frequent individual claim type and account for 42% of all
claims. All nautical-related claims combined (grounding, collision and contact) account for 39% of the total number
of claims, with contact claims representing the largest number of occurrences.
In terms of cost, the breakdown among claim types is more volatile. As machinery-related claims include many lowcost claims, their relative impact on the cost is lower. Fire/explosions and groundings represent infrequent but costly
NUMBERS
claims. Fire accounted for 65% of all claims above USD 10 million in the five-year period 2015-2019.

15: Breakdown of claims by type of casualty, by date of loss
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15a: Numbers (%), 2015-2019
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15b: Cost (%), 2015-2019
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Development of claims over USD 500,000 by type
There has been a significant drop in the frequency of navigation-related claims in excess of USD 500,000 in the
years since 2007. Machinery claims in excess of USD 500,000 have shown the same downward trend since 2008,
although their frequency has remained higher than that of navigation-related claims. It should also be noted that,
while the frequency of navigation-related claims exceeding USD 500,000 in recent years has come down to a
level which is lower than in the years preceding the 2008 financial crisis, this is not the case for machinery claims.
Whether, and to which degree, the new IMO 2020 sulphur limit will affect the frequency and cost of machinery
claims remains to be seen, and Cefor will monitor the situation going forward.
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Although the frequency of fire/explosion claims in general is much lower, it is also more volatile. The frequency of
fire/explosion claims in excess of USD 500,000 has not displayed the same downward trend as other claim types,
and even increased in 2019. This is a serious concern to the industry, especially with regard to fires on container
vessels. We have therefore analysed this issue in more detail in a special section starting on page 14.

16: Frequency of claims > USD 500,000 by type of claim, by date of loss
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Total loss frequency stays at long-term low level
The frequency of total losses is volatile but has shown a long-term positive trend. Since 2010, the total loss
frequency has stabilised at historically low levels around 0.05% to 0.10%. In 2019, there were three total losses
exceeding USD 20 million. The overall total loss frequency in 2019 was 0.06%, continuing the trend from the
preceding years.
Excluding total losses, the frequency of partial claims is expected to end at 21% for 2019, which is very similar to
2018. These two years represent the lowest claims frequency since 1996 but continue the general stable trend from
the preceding six years.

17: Long-term frequency of partial and total claims, by date of loss
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Claim cost per vessel driven up by partial losses
Graph 18 shows the development of the claim cost per vessel, both for all claims including total losses, and for
partial claims alone. It clearly illustrates that there was an increase in the claim cost per vessel in 2019, and that this
increase was primarily driven by partial losses and not by total losses. The impact on the cost in 2019 came from a
few costly collisions and especially from the high number of fires (see article on page 14).

18: Ultimate partial and total claim per vessel (USD), by date of loss
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Shipbuilding activity picking up in 2020
After ten years with decreasing numbers of newbuilds delivered each year (graph 19), the situation is expected to
turn in 2020. Deliveries of LNG carriers are expected to increase the size of the existing LNG fleet, and many bulk
carriers are under construction. New deliveries of container vessels are projected to add 10% more capacity to
total TEU during 2020, if the scrapping trend stays low.
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19: World fleet: deliveries by year of build >100 gross tons
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World fleet trends reflected in the NoMIS portfolio
Prior to the financial crisis in 2008, an increasing number of newbuilt vessels were entering the NoMIS portfolio.
The outlook for seaborne trade was bright, and capital was pouring into the market. The influx of newbuilds
continued to affect the NoMIS portfolio even after the shipping boom. From 2001 to 2012, the average vessel
age decreased from 14.1 to 11.8 years. In strong correlation, the average insured value was constantly increasing,
eventually peaking in 2010 (graph 22).
Since then, the situation has reversed. The average age in the NoMIS portfolio has increased continuously in line
with the ageing of the world fleet, reaching 13.9 years in 2019. Equally, the influx of more modern and younger
vessels into the NoMIS portfolio has slowed down, and the share of newbuilt vessels in the NoMIS portfolio has
decreased substantially (graph 20).

20: Average age and newbuilds as % of NoMIS fleet
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Another way of illustrating the changing age distribution in the NoMIS fleet is graph 21. The share of vessels less
than five years old started to drop steadily from 2011. From 2017, the 5-10 year age group also started to reduce,
while the 10-15 year age group has increased substantially and in 2019 almost surpassed the 5-10 year group as the
largest vessel age group in the NoMIS database.

21: Age distribution of NoMIS fleet
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Mismatch between average vessel size and vessel value
When indexing the key variables sum insured, age and gross tonnage (graph 22), we observe that the steady
increase in average vessel size over the last ten years came to an end in 2017 and seems to be flattening out. This
must be viewed in conjunction with the reduced number of newbuilt vessels entering the world fleet, as it was the
newbuilt vessels with ever larger individual vessel sizes that were driving up the average vessel size of the fleet.
The most remarkable feature in graph 22 is however the increasing mismatch between the development in the
average insured vessel value and the average vessel size. One would normally assume a correlation between a
vessel’s size and its value, but from 2010 these two parameters developed in opposite directions. This mismatch
continued into 2019. While the average size of the vessels has recently stagnated, the average vessel value continued
to decrease. Even newbuilt vessels entering the portfolio today have lower values than comparable vessels would
have had prior to 2012. The contrary development of these two variables must be seen in the context of the general
market conditions in recent years.

22: Index average age, gross tonnage and sum insured, 2005 = 100%
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Another factor could be that scrap prices have been low, inducing ship owners to lay up or convert their vessels
instead of scrapping them. However, the outlook for scrapping prices was rather more optimistic towards the end of
2019.

Decrease in insured values on renewal continues
Graph 23 shows the change in insured values for renewed vessels. Newbuilds and other new entries are excluded,
which means that the same vessels are compared from one year to the next. The graph illustrates that the decrease
in insured values on renewed vessels continued in 2019 and was even slightly higher than in 2018. The vessel types
with the largest drop in values on renewal were car/RoRo, cargo and supply/offshore vessels.
It should be kept in mind that under stable market conditions, one would expect to see some reduction in the
insured value on renewal because of the ageing factor.
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23: Average annual change in insured values on renewed vessels
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Graphs 24 and 25 illustrate the share and number of high-value vessels in the NoMIS database. While the relative
share of such vessels in the NoMIS portfolio has decreased since 2010 (graph 24), the absolute number has been
slightly increasing again since 2016 (graph 25). As explained in the section about trends in the claim cost, the number
of high-value vessels influences the probability of incurring claims in the range above USD 30 million, as only highvalue vessels can have claims in that range.

24: Percentage of vessels in the portfolio with values exceeding USD 30 million
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25: Number of reported vessels with values exceeding USD 30 million
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Offshore still under price pressure
For the supply/offshore segment, the big drop in insured values continued in 2019 with an 8% decrease. On
average, the insured value of a supply/offshore vessel today is about 65% of what it was six years ago. While the oil
price started to rally from 2016 to 2018, this upswing did not continue into 2019 when it actually displayed a slight
downward trend. In the second half of 2019 and into January 2020, the price of Brent crude has been hovering just
above $60/bbl with no clear trend emerging. The general market conditions, and hence the outlook for the offshore
market at the start of 2020, remain uncertain. Additional uncertainty arises from the corona virus outbreak, the
consequences of which are unknown at the time of the publication of this report.

26: Change in average sum insured (supply/offshore) on renewal & oil price (Brent)1
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World Bank Commodity Price Data:
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/561011486076393416/CMO-Historical-Data-Monthly.xlsx
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COASTAL AND
FISHING VESSEL
TRENDS
40

Coastal and fishing
vessel trends
The main trends in the coastal hull portfolio 2019 were:
• Increase in partial and total claim cost per vessel
• New technology triggers new types of claims - local ferries heading towards a battery-powered future
• Claims frequency remaining at a stable level
The coastal hull statistics are important for trend analyses of coastal vessels, particularly of small craft and fishing
vessels in Nordic waters.
For statistical purposes, the ‘coastal’ portfolio includes all types of fishing vessel regardless of size, and all other
vessels up to 5,000 gross tons or up to 15 metres in length, with one exception: supply/offshore vessels are not
included in this segment, as they are analysed as part of the ocean hull statistics.

Portfolio characteristics
From around a hundred vessels reported annually for the years 1985 to 1995, the growth of the reported coastal
portfolio gained traction from 1996 and passed 10,000 reported vessels in 2010, following the inclusion of the
complete portfolio of the Norwegian coastal mutual clubs. The number of vessels reported per year reached a new
record in 2019 with 13,452 reported vessels. Over the underwriting years 1995 to 2019, a total of 189,267 vesselyears and 32,854 claims were registered.
Almost half of the vessels in the coastal portfolio have values below NOK 1 million, and 73% under NOK 5 million
(graph 28). The majority of these are fishing vessels covered by Norwegian coastal mutual clubs, representing 45%
of the total coastal segment (graph 27) and an even higher share of the low-value vessels.
The bulk of the coastal segment originates from Gjensidige, If, Codan and Alandia, but all the other NoMIS
members also contribute to this portfolio.
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27: Breakdown by vessel type (%), year of exposure 2019

Cargo (Bulk, Cargo, Container) - 12%
Fishing - 45%
Passenger - 12%
Tank (Chemical/Product, LNG, LPG, OBO, Tank) - 3%
Other - 28%

28: Breakdown by sum insured bands, year of exposure 2019

< NOK 1 million - 48%
NOK 1-5 million - 25%
NOK 5-20 million - 13%
NOK 20-100 million - 12%
> NOK 100 million - 3%

The coastal segment differs substantially in its characteristics from the ocean hull portfolio. While the ocean hull
portfolio is characterised by vessels of all types, flags, sizes and global trading areas, the coastal segment consists
largely of Nordic and particularly Norwegian small craft. This captures the majority of Norwegian fishing vessels.
To avoid distortions from exchange rate variations and to give a realistic picture of the actual claims trends for this
portfolio, all figures/graphs for the coastal segment are shown in Norwegian kroner (NOK) instead of USD. Not
only is there a wide variation in the exchange rate between NOK and USD, but also the exchange rates between
the Danish and Swedish currencies and the Norwegian krone have become less correlated in recent years
(graph 30).
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29: Breakdown by currency, underwriting years 2015-2019
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30: Index of exchange rates for DKK/EUR, SEK and USD against NOK
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Breakdown of claims by type of casualty
A large number of ‘high frequency - low severity’ contact claims is typical for the coastal fleet. This is mainly due to
the strong representation from fishing vessels exposed to claims directly or indirectly caused by their fishing gear.
However, despite representing 35% of all claims (44% for fishing vessels), contact claims account for just 10% of the
total claims cost (8% for fishing vessels).
Machinery claims account for 27% of all claims in terms of numbers, but a higher share (34%) of the total claims
cost. This is mainly due to the high share of contact claims mentioned above, which have far less impact on the cost.
Groundings and fire/explosion claims usually follow the same pattern as the ocean hull fleet, with a relatively low
frequency and a higher share of the cost (all coastal: 15% of all claims / 33% of the cost, fishing vessels: 12% / 39%).
Fires on fishing vessels have been a particular concern in recent years. Machinery damage accounts for 34% of the
overall costs (31% for fishing vessels).
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Major and special loss events in the coastal portfolio
The typical claim in the coastal portfolio does not exceed NOK 20 million and only very rarely exceeds NOK
50 million. On average over the last ten years, only 0.2% of all reported claims had a cost of more than NOK 20
million, but recent years have seen a number of such exceptions. In 2014, there was one costly grounding resulting
in a claim for almost NOK 300 million. In 2016, two claims exceeded NOK 100 million, and in 2018 there were
nine casualties in excess of NOK 20 million (three in excess of NOK 50 million), accounting for 0.5% of the overall
cost. In 2019, five claims exceeded NOK 20 million, of which two exceeded NOK 30 million, but none were above
NOK 40 million. Three of these claims were machinery damage, one a grounding and the largest loss in 2019 was a
battery fire on a Norwegian passenger ferry.

33: Claims exceeding NOK 10 million as a % of all claims
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New risks: Increase in battery-powered ferries
Following the new low-sulphur limit that came into effect from 2020 and increased efforts by the shipping
industry and local governments to reduce emissions, the number of battery-powered vessels is on the rise.
Currently, battery power is used on vessels travelling short distances, such as local ferries. In Norway, the first
battery-powered ferry started regular operation in 2015. By 2021, the number of such ferries in service along
the Norwegian coast will have risen to 65 (report by Norsk Klimastiftelse on the zero-emission goals for 2050,
published January 20201). According to the report, 17 such ferries were in operation in 2019. In 2020, another
38 ferries will be able to sail on batteries, and by 2021 the numbers will increase by at least another 10. While
this trend is welcome in terms of achieving the zero emissions goal by 2050, the use of new technology is always
accompanied by new types of risk which need to be evaluated and controlled. The recent case of a battery fire on
the Norwegian ferry ‘Ytterøyningen’ was an illustration of this and a good learning case. The Norwegian Maritime
Authority subsequently published recommendations on how to prevent and fight fires on battery-driven ferries2.

1
2

https://klimastiftelsen.no/publikasjoner/gronn-skipsfart-utslippene-ma-i-null-i-2050/
https://www.sdir.no/contentassets/3b7861436ee94274aa8fe30ea4df5aed/initial-response_nma_dnvgl.pdf?t=1579711930923
https://corvusenergy.com/fire-onboard-the-car-ferry-ytteroyningen-preliminary-investigation-results/
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Claims frequency – stabilising after long-term downward trend
The overall claims frequency for the coastal segment shows a long-term positive trend, stabilising around 14% from
2012. A relatively low claims frequency is typical for smaller tonnage (see graph 34 and the extensive coastal hull
statistics at cefor.no/statistics). The claims frequency for vessels with values below NOK 5 million is generally lower
and more stable than for vessels with higher values. This stability is partly due to a high number of vessels in this
lower value band.
For vessels with values above NOK 5 million, the frequency continued to decrease further after 2012 before
stabilising from 2016 at a level around 20%. For vessels with a value exceeding NOK 100 million, there were
substantially fewer claims in 2018 and 2019. With comparably few vessels in this band, representing only 7% of the
coastal portfolio, the claims frequency will naturally show a higher volatility than for the large number of vessels with
lower values.
Generally speaking, several factors tend to have an impact on claims frequency, including deductibles, weather
conditions, economic framework and portfolio-related factors such as vessel types and sizes.

34: Claims frequency per sum insured band, incl. IBNR, by date of loss
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One characteristic of the coastal portfolio is a substantially higher total loss frequency than for the ocean fleet.
However, unlike the ocean hull segment, the frequency of total losses in the coastal segment is relatively stable.
A further reduction from 2016 to 2018 reversed in 2019, bringing the total loss frequency back to the previous
average of 0.40% (graph 35).
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35: Overall and total loss frequency, incl. IBNR, by date of loss
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36a: Claims frequency by type of casualty, by date of loss
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36b: Claims frequency by type of casualty, by date of loss
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The claims frequency by type of casualty has improved over time for most types of claim.
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Claim cost – on the rise again
The decreasing claims frequency, partly caused by the large number of smaller vessels in the portfolio, resulted in a
positive trend for the overall claim cost per vessel. This positive trend came to an end in 2016. Since then, the claim
cost per vessel has been on the rise again.
Although single costly claims may occur, such as the grounding claim for almost NOK 300 million in 2014, two claims
exceeding NOK 100 million in 2016, and the grounding of ‘Northguider’ on Svalbard in 2018, these very expensive
claims are not typical for the coastal segment. Excluding claims in excess of NOK 80 million, the partial and total
claim cost per vessel remained relatively stable from 2012 to 2016 but has shown a clear increase since then (graph
37, dotted lines).

37: Ultimate partial and total claim cost per vessel (NOK), by date of loss
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The average claim cost per type of casualty is far more volatile than the claim cost per vessel. Major claims,
particularly fires/explosions and nautical-related claims such as groundings and collisions, can cause a wide variation
in the average claim cost from year to year. Especially in the most recent years, fires had strong impact on the cost
in individual years. Of all claims in excess of NOK 50 million since 2010, 44% were fires, and nearly all of these
occurred in the past four years. The situation for machinery claims is more stable, although the average claim cost
for machinery claims increased somewhat in 2019.
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38: Coastal portfolio: average claim cost per type of casualty (NOK 1,000), by date of loss
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39: Fishing vessels: average claim cost per type of casualty (NOK 1,000), by date of loss
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The average cost of machinery damage for fishing vessels is less than half the average cost for the coastal portfolio
as a whole. However, the impact of collisions and groundings on the average cost is greater in the fishing vessel fleet
than for the total coastal portfolio.
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Claim cost dependent on vessel values
Claims trends need to be interpreted in relation to the characteristics of the underlying portfolio. To illustrate this,
graphs 40 and 41 show the partial claim cost per vessel split into sum insured bands. For vessels with insured values
below NOK 5 million, the average repair cost has been relatively stable over time. For vessels with higher insured
values, the cost per vessel is far more volatile, particularly when total losses are included in the claim cost. With
relatively few high-value vessels in the coastal portfolio, single exceptionally costly claims have a big impact on the
total claim cost per vessel in the year that they occur.
For vessels with insured values below NOK 100 million, the partial claim cost per vessel has been on the rise since
2016, after a positive or stable trend in the years up to 2015. This is especially the case for vessels with values
between NOK 20-100 million. It also holds true to some degree for vessels with values between NOK 5-20 million,
but these showed the strongest downward trend in partial claim cost per vessel in the years prior to 2012.

40: Claim cost per vessel per sum insured band (NOK)
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41: Partial claim cost per vessel per sum insured band (NOK)
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For more detailed coastal hull statistics, including breakdowns of claims trends by age group, vessel type, size group
and other characteristics, check cefor.no/statistics/nomis/.
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The NoMIS
portfolio
Since 1985, leading members of Cefor have compiled and analysed statistical information relevant to their hull and
machinery insurance portfolio. Since the introduction of electronic reporting from the 1995 underwriting year, the
number of vessels reported each year has increased substantially from 5,500 in 1995 to more than 19,000 in 2019.
This includes both lead and non-lead business. The electronically reported portfolio and claims data are compiled in
the Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) database and form the basis for all Cefor hull statistics and analyses
as published in this report and on the Cefor website.
By the end of 2019, the NoMIS database comprised 284,570 vessel-years and 71,482 claims for vessels with
a registered IMO number for the years 1995 to 2019. Including small coastal vessels, the totals were 481,887
registered vessel-years and 96,163 claims.
The statistical relevance of the NoMIS database has increased substantially over time. From 2013, the annually
reported number of vessels with an IMO number exceeded 15,000, with a further boost since 2017 and a new
record number of 19,454 vessels reported for the 2019 underwriting year (33,451 including small coastal vessels).
Along with coverage data (vessel identities, insured values, deductibles), around 3,500 claims are reported per year
for vessels with an IMO number (4,500 to 5,000 including small coastal vessels). Between 600 and 650 of these
annually reported claims exceed USD 250,000. Based on this comprehensive data, the Cefor Statistics Forum is
constantly striving to improve the analysis of hull trends as presented in the other articles in this report.
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Portfolio characteristics – types of vessel
Cefor members underwrite a wide range of tonnage. Due to the somewhat different characteristics of the ocean
and coastal hull segments, Cefor issues separate statistics for international ocean-going vessels with an IMO number
and for the Nordic coastal segment.

42: Breakdown of the ocean hull portfolio by vessel type, year of exposure 2019
Container - 15%
Cargo - 8%
Bulk - 23%
Tank - 7%
Chemical/Product - 13%
LNG/LPG - 4%
Supply/Offshore - 11%
Car/RoRo - 4%
Passenger - 5%
Fishing - 2%
Other - 3%
Unspecified - 4%
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Cefor coverage of world fleet – statistical relevance of NoMIS data
A comparison of the currently covered ‘Cefor fleet’ with the world merchant fleet indicates the following market
participation:

Percentage of world merchant fleet reported by Cefor members1:
(vessels with registered IMO number):

Cefor share

Year of build

Gross Tonnage
1,000-3,999

4,000-6,999

7,000-10,000

>10,000

Grand Total

2014 - 2019

14.3%

25.7%

18.1%

51.4%

39.9%

2009 - 2013

19.4%

33.4%

33.8%

52.1%

41.7%

2004 - 2008

22.1%

29.9%

41.3%

61.4%

45.6%

1999 - 2003

25.3%

26.3%

32.7%

52.1%

40.7%

1994 - 1998

17.5%

13.7%

16.9%

32.1%

22.4%

1989 - 1993

9.8%

14.2%

14.5%

32.4%

15.0%

4.3%

4.8%

7.7%

18.3%

6.1%

<1989 or unknown
World Fleet

2014 - 2019

2,088

826

515

6,662

10,091

2008 - 2013

3,229

1,391

842

8,699

14,161

2004- 2008

2,686

1,030

1,041

5,313

10,070

1999 - 2003

1,472

655

343

3,066

5,536

1994 - 1998

1,652

757

307

1,684

4,400

1989 - 1993

1,849

551

228

589

3,217

8,234

1,705

561

1,348

11,848

Total Cefor share

12.8%

20.5%

27.3%

50.4%

32.0%

Total World Fleet

21,210

6,915

3,837

27,361

59,323

<1989 or unknown

The table clearly shows that Cefor members’ coverage of the world fleet is highest for the largest and youngest
vessels built after 2000. In the segment for vessels of more than 10,000 gross tons, NoMIS members write shares in
about 50% of the 27,361 vessels of this size in the world fleet.
Cefor members also write a significant portfolio of Mobile Offshore Units. These are not included in the NoMIS
database. The members participate in about half of the world fleet of Mobile Offshore Drilling units.

Calculated as the number of vessels partly or wholly covered by Cefor members in underwriting years
2018 and 2019, divided by the total number of vessels with a registered IMO number in the world fleet.
World fleet numbers according to Lloyd’s List Intelligence ‘World Fleet Update’ as of January 2020.

1
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Portfolio characteristics – types of insurance conditions
Since its introduction in 2013, the Nordic Marine Insurance Plan has received massive support. In 2019, the latest
version was launched with new updates as part of a continuous evolution2. For the Cefor ocean fleet, the Plan
represents the most widely used insurance conditions with a share of 40% in 2019. In all, 46% of the ocean-going
vessels are insured on Nordic conditions, including local conditions in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Of
the remainder, 29% are insured on English, 13% on German, and 10% on U.S. conditions (graph 43). Compared
to 2018, a substantial expansion of the international vessel portfolio insured by Nordic insurers led to a somewhat
reduced share of Nordic conditions in the insured fleet.

43: Breakdown of the ocean hull portfolio by type of insurance conditions, 2019
Nordic Plan - 40%
Norwegian Plan - 1%
Danish - 1%
Swedish - 0.4%
Finnish - 4%
English (ITC hull) - 29%
German - 13%
USA - 10%
Other specified - 2%

For the coastal fleet, the picture is very different. A major part of the coastal fleet consists of fishing vessels and
local ferries in Nordic waters. Accordingly, 94% of the coastal fleet is insured on Nordic terms (Nordic Plan and
national insurance conditions for small craft).

2

See information here: cefor.no/clauses/nordic-plan/
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Data
The article on page 29 concerning ocean hull trends is based on vessels with an IMO number. The coastal
hull trends (article page 40) are derived from vessels defined as fishing vessels and any other type of vessel
up to 5,000 gross tons or 15 metres in length, with the exception of supply/offshore vessels, which are analysed as part of the ocean hull statistics.

100% shares: All figures are adjusted to 100% of the vessel to provide as objective a picture of the claims
trends as possible. The figures are thus independent of the share underwritten by any single insurer or the
combined Nordic market share for the vessel.

Date of loss perspective (accident year): Unless otherwise indicated, all claims graphs reflect the date-

of-loss perspective, i.e. claims are grouped by the year in which the loss occurred (also called the ‘accident
year’), as opposed to grouping claims by the underwriting year. The date-of-loss perspective provides a
more up-to-date picture of recent claims trends and more exact estimation of the ultimate expected claims
amount for the latest year.
IBNR3 adjustments thus represent only the expected adjustment of outstanding claims reserves for claims
incurred by 31 December, and no additional reserves for claims that will incur in 2020 but are attached to
previous underwriting years.

Exchange rates: All figures in this report have been converted to USD, except for the coastal segment

(article page 40), in which figures have been converted to NOK. Paid claims have been converted into USD
(NOK) at the exchange rate in the month of payment. Outstanding claims reserves have been converted at
the December 2019 exchange rate.

NoMIS and the Cefor Statistics Forum
Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS) as presented in this report comprise data from:
Cefor member

Joined NoMIS in:

Data included for
underwriting years:

Alandia

2012

2005 – 2019

Bluewater Insurance

2004

2002 – 2008 (run-off)

Codan

2005

2001 – 2019

Gard

Co-founder of NoMIS
(then as Storebrand, Vesta)

1985 – 2018

Gjensidige – ocean

Co-founder of NoMIS

1985 – 2001 (run-off)

Gjensidige – coastal

2009

2000 – 2019

If

2008

1996 – 2019

NEMI

2004

2002 – 2009 (run-off)

Norwegian Hull Club

2003

1995 – 2019

Skuld

2016

2011 – 2019

The Swedish Club

2006

1995 – 2019

Tryg

2009

2003 – 2008 (run-off)

Zurich Protector Forsikring

Co-founder of NoMIS

1985 – 2002 (run-off)

Cefor members report data for the entire commercial fleet underwritten by their Nordic and foreign offices.

3

IBNR = Incurred But Not Reported = reserve for claims adjustments and registration backlog
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Further statistics:
In addition to this report, detailed statistics for ocean and coastal hull are available from the Cefor website,
with breakdowns of claims trends by vessel type, age group, size group and many other characteristics.
Annually updated exposure curves for ocean hull business as well as half-yearly hull trend updates are also
published here: cefor.no/statistics/nomis/
Cefor also issues special analyses related to topics of current interest. Recent analyses illustrate claims trends
for fires on container vessels and on car/RoRo vessels, the role of detentions as an indicator of future casualties, and how a change in a vessel’s owner or flag impacts the claims frequency. An overview of all issues can
be found here: cefor.no/statistics/analysis-with-special-focus/

Statistics Forum 2019:
Anders Hultman, The Swedish Club (Chair)
Jonas Svartström, Alandia
Roald Osland, Codan
Jun Lin, Gard
Kari Opsjøn/Tobias Abrahamsen, Gjensidige
Oskar Tufvesson, If
Christian Irgens, Norwegian Hull Club
Otto Rendedal, Skuld
Astrid Seltmann (Cefor Analyst & Forum Secretary)
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Organisation & Members
As of 31 December 2019
Board of Directors

Forums

Jan Limnell, Chair
Director, Alandia Marine

Cargo Forum Chair: Finn Eriksen, Codan

Anders Hovelsrud, Deputy Chair
Insurance Director, Den Norske
Krigsforsikring for Skib
Tom Blix
Vice President, Skuld Marine Agency
Ole Jørgen Eikanger
Chief Business Development Officer,
Norwegian Hull Club
Arne Gangdal
Head of Marine Practice,
Gjensidige Forsikring AS
Jonny Gangstad
Senior Underwriter, If
Lone Scheuer Larsen
Nordic Director Marine Hull,
Codan Marine
Jan-Hugo Marthinsen
Vice President – Head of Offshore
Energy Claims, Gard AS
Tord Nilsson
Director, The Swedish Club

The Forum discusses general market issues relating to cargo insurance during
transport and storage, and actively participates in the Nordic Cargo Forum.

Claims Forum Chair: Victor Bogesjö Giset, The Swedish Club
The Forum discusses major, interesting or complex casualties and rulings that
are publicly known, and claims issues of general interest to the members.

Coastal and Fishing Vessels Forum Chair:Tore Høisæther, Fender Marine
The Forum discusses general matters relating to insurance for coastal and
fishing vessels.

Compliance Forum Chair:Thor Magnus Berg, Gard
The Forum discusses issues related to regulatory compliance and best practice
guidelines.

Offshore Energy Forum Chair: Georg Nygaard, Norwegian Hull Club
The Forum discusses general matters relating to hull, loss-of-hire, builders’ risks
and P&I insurance for mobile offshore units and specialised offshore vessels.

Plan Revision Forum Chair: Sveinung Måkestad, Gard
The Forum discusses and recommends changes to the Nordic Marine
Insurance Plan on behalf of Cefor, and gives advice regarding marine clauses
and their wording.

Statistics Forum Chair: Anders Hultman,The Swedish Club

Administration

The Forum is responsible for the Nordic Marine Insurance Statistics (NoMIS)
database. For more information, see article on page 51.

Helle Hammer
Managing Director

Technical Forum Chair: Steinar Sivertsen, Norwegian Hull Club

Niklas Sonnenschein
Legal Counsel
Astrid Seltmann
Analyst / Actuary
Hilde Spro
Office Manager

The Forum discusses technical and operational subjects and matters of general
interest to the members, and issues proposals and expert recommendations
where appropriate.

Underwriting Risk Forum Chair: Ludvig Nyhlén,The Swedish Club
The Forum works to enhance the knowledge and understanding of existing and
emerging risks that are affecting the shipping and offshore energy industries.

Members
• Alandia
• Codan
• Den Norske Krigsforsikring for Skib
(The Norwegian Shipowners’ Mutual
War Risks Insurance Association)
• Fender Marine
• Gard
• Gjensidige

•
•
•
•
•
•

If
Møretrygd
Nordisk Skibsrederforening (Nordisk Defence Club)
Norwegian Hull Club
Skuld
The Swedish Club
(Sveriges Ångfartygs Assurans Förening)

• Tromstrygd
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